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Well Name: Wood #2 SWD
Location: Sec. 30 - T26S - R16W, Edwards County, KS

Licence Number: API No.: 15-047-21615-0000 Region: Trousdale West
Spud Date: January 9, 2013 Drilling Completed: January 28, 2013

Surface Coordinates: 330' FNL & 330' FWL (SE SE SE)
 

Bottom Hole Coordinates:

Ground Elevation (ft): 2095' K.B. Elevation (ft): 2107'
Logged Interval (ft): 3400' To: 5200' Total Depth (ft): 5275' (DDRTD)

Formation: SWD Well Completion in Arbuckle
Type of Drilling Fluid: Chemical Gel/Fresh Water Gel

Printed by MUD.LOG from WellSight Systems 1-800-447-1534 www.WellSight.com

OPERATOR

Company: Lasso Energy, LLC
Address: P.O. Box 465

1125 South Main
Chase, KS  67524

GEOLOGIST

Name: Derek W. Patterson
Company: Valhalla Exploration, LLC

Address: 133 N. Glendale
Wichita, KS  67208

REMARKS

5 1/2" production casing was ran and cemented in the Arbuckle for completion as a salt water disposal well.  
Casing was set @ 5162' KB.  The well was then open holed from this point to its drill down rotary total depth of 
5275'.

The well samples were saved, submitted, and will be available for review at the Kansas Geologic Survey's Well 
Sample Library located in Wichita, KS.

Respectfully Submitted,

Derek W. Patterson

COMMENTS

The drill time and gas curves have been shifted 6' shallow/higher to correspond with the electric log curves.  All 
connection points have also been moved to match the overall shift.
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Geological Descriptions

Engineering Data

TG (Units)

C1 (units)

C2 (units)

C3 (units)

C4 (units)

C5 (units)

0 ROP (Min/Ft) 10
1 Gamma (API) 150
6 Caliper (inches) 16

3400

3450

Dry samples evaluated from 3550' to the original RTD by geologist.

No wet samples available for analysis.
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0 ROP (Min/Ft) 10
1 Gamma (API) 150
6 Caliper (inches) 16

3500

3550

3600

3650

Limestone: gray dk gray, mostly soft chalky matrix, micro-cryptoxln, barren, poor visible porosity, no 
shows noted, no fluorescence, still carrying abundant background Shale.

Kelly down dry samples caught from 3600' to RTD

Limestone: cream lt gray, softer chalky matrix, micro-vfxln, scattered sub-fossiliferous, fair pinpoint 
porosity in most, no shows noted, no fluorescence.

Shale: black dk gray, carbonaceous, blocky and hard to softer and waxy, with Shale: gray dk gray, 
blocky to rounded, mostly soft.

Limestone: cream lt gray, softer chalky grainy matrix, micro-vfxln, scattered sub-fossiliferous, fair 
pinpoint porosity in most, no shows noted, no fluorescence.
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6 Caliper (inches) 16
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Limestone: cream lt cream off white, softer chalky matrix, vfxln, fossiliferous to sub-fossiliferous, fair 
interxln porosity, no shows noted, no fluorescence, with Limestone: gray lt gray, dense tighter cherty 
matrix, cryptoxln, nearly all barren, poor visible porosity, no shows noted, no fluorescence.

Limestone: cream lt cream off white, softer chalky matrix, vfxln, fossiliferous to sub-fossiliferous, fair 
interxln/pinpoint porosity, no shows noted, no fluorescence.

Shale: black dk gray, carbonaceous, blocky and hard to softer and waxy, with Shale: gray dk gray, 
blocky to rounded, mostly soft.

Limestone: cream tan lt gray, some mottled, dense to slightly friable matrix, vfxln, scattered 
sub-fossiliferous, abundant 2ndary xln fill and along edges, fair interxln porosity, no shows noted, no 
fluorescence.

Limestone: cream tan lt gray, some mottled, dense to slightly friable matrix, vfxln, scattered 
sub-fossiliferous, abundant 2ndary xln fill and along edges, fair interxln porosity, no shows noted, no 
fluorescence.

Limestone: cream lt gray off white, mostly dense matrix, micro-vfxln, sub-fossiliferous to barren, 
fair-poor interxln porosity, no shows noted, no fluorescence.

Limestone: cream lt gray off white, mostly dense matrix, micro-vfxln, fossiliferous to sub-fossiliferous,
fair-poor interxln porosity, no shows noted, no fluorescence.

Shale: black dk gray, carbonaceous, blocky, hard to slightly waxy, fair gas show, with Shale: gray dk 
gray, blocky, mostly soft, abundant fissile material.

Shale: gray dk gray, blocky, mostly soft, abundant fissile material.

Limestone: cream tan gray, mostly dense xln matrix, micro-cryptoxln, nearly all barren, poor visible 
porosity, no shows noted, no fluorescence, with scattered Limestone: cream lt cream, dense matrix, 
micro-vfxln, sub-fossiliferous, poor interxln porosity, no shows noted, no fluorescence.

INFLUX Shale: gray dk gray, blocky, hard to slightly waxy, fissile, with interbedded Limestone: gray, 
dense matrix, lithographic non-descript, no visible porosity, no shows noted, no fluorescence.
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0 ROP (Min/Ft) 10
1 Gamma (API) 150
6 Caliper (inches) 16

3950
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Shale: gray dk gray brick red some dk green and brown, mostly blocky, hard to softer and waxy, 
abundant silty material, some fissile/splintery.

Shale: gray dk gray brick red some dk green and brown, mostly blocky, hard to softer and waxy, 
abundant silty material, some fissile/splintery.

Shale: gray dk gray brick red some dk green and brown, mostly blocky, hard to softer and waxy, 
abundant silty material, some fissile/splintery.

Limestone: tan brown, dense tight matrix, microxln, mostly barren with some scattered 
sub-fossiliferous, poor visible porosity, no shows noted, no fluorescence.

Shale: gray dk gray dk green, blocky to rounded, mostly soft, silty in part.

Limestone: cream lt cream, dense tight matrix, micro-vfxln, grainy in part, scattered sub-fossiliferous 
to barren, fair-poor interxln porosity, no shows noted, no fluorescence.

Limestone: lt cream off white, dense xln matrix, micro-vfxln, some grainy, scattered imbedded fossils, 
fair interxln porosity in most, no shows noted, no fluorescence.

Limestone: cream tan lt cream, dense tight matrix, micro-vfxln, fossiliferous to barren, poor visible 
porosity throughout, no shows noted, no fluorescence.

Limestone: cream tan lt cream, dense tight matrix, micro-vfxln, fossiliferous to barren, poor visible 
porosity throughout, no shows noted, no fluorescence.

Limestone: lt cream cream, dense matrix, micro-vfxln, fair oomoldic to poor oomoldic development 
with associated porosity, no shows noted, no fluorescence.
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Limestone: gray lt gray lt cream, dense tight sub-cherty matrix, micro-vfxln, fossiliferous, scattered 
sub-oomoldic development, fair vuggy/oomoldic porosity, no shows noted, no fluorescence.

Shale: gray dk gray, blocky to rounded, hard to soft, some fissile in part.

Limestone: cream lt cream, mostly dense matrix, micro-vfxln, scattered sub-oomoldic development 
with associated porosity, no shows noted, no fluorescence, grading to Limestone: gray lt gray cream, 
dense tight matrix, microxln, barren, poor visible porosity, no shows noted, with some scattered loose
Pyrite nodules.

Limestone: lt cream off white lt gray, dense tight matrix, microxln, heavily oolitic, fair-poor interoolitic 
porosity with fair amount of 2ndary xln fill around oolites, no shows noted, no fluorescence.

Limestone: lt cream lt gray, dense to sub-friable matrix, micro-vfxln, most fair-good oomoldic 
development with associated porosity, few pieces with questionable lt brown stain in porosity, no live 
shows noted in dried samples, spotty lt yellow fluorescence, no cut, no odor.

Limestone: lt gray lt cream, dense tight matrix, microxln, scattered poor sub-oomoldic development, 
some sub-oolitic, overall poor visible porosity, no shows noted, no fluorescence.

Shale: black dk gray, carbonaceous, blocky, mostly softer to waxy, with Shale: gray dk gray, blocky to 
rounded, soft, scattered fissile material.

Limestone: lt cream cream, dense matrix, micro-vfxln, fair to poor oomoldic development with 
associated porosity, no shows noted, no fluorescence.

Limestone: gray lt gray cream, dense tight matrix, micro-cryptoxln with abundant lithographic 
non-descript, barren, poor-no visible porosity, no shows noted, no fluorescence.

Shale: black dk gray, carbonaceous, blocky, mostly softer to waxy, with Shale: gray dk gray, blocky to 
rounded, soft, scattered fissile material.

Limestone: cream lt cream lt gray, dense tight cherty to slightly chalky matrix, microxln, mostly 
barren, poor visible porosity, no shows noted, no fluorescence, with scattered Chert: cream, opaque, 
fresh and sharp, barren.

Shale: gray dk gray brick red lt green, blocky to rounded, nearly all soft and mushy.

Shale: gray dk gray, blocky to rounded, nearly all soft and mushy.

Limestone: cream lt tan lt gray, dense sub-chalky matrix, micro-vfxln, scattered sub-fossiliferous to 
barren, poor visible porosity, no shows noted, no fluorescence, with some scattered loose Chalk in 
sample.
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Shale: trace black dk gray, carbonaceous, blocky and dense, with Shale: gray dk gray lt green, blocky 
to rounded, soft and mushy.

Limestone: gray lt gray some pale green, dense tight matrix, micro-cryptoxln, barren, poor-no visible 
porosity, no shows noted, no fluorescence.

Limestone: gray lt gray some pale green, dense tight matrix, micro-cryptoxln, barren, poor-no visible 
porosity, no shows noted, no fluorescence, with interbedded Shale: gray lt green, blocky to rounded, 
hard to soft, abundant limey material.

Limestone: gray lt gray some pale green, dense tight matrix with some slightly chalky, 
micro-cryptoxln, barren, poor-no visible porosity, no shows noted, no fluorescence.

Shale: gray lt green, blocky to rounded, hard to soft, abundant limey material.

Limestone: cream lt tan, dense tight matrix, micro-cryptoxln, mostly barren, poor visible porosity, no 
shows noted, no fluorescence.

Shale: trace black dk gray, carbonaceous, blocky and dense, with Shale: gray dk gray lt green, blocky 
to rounded, soft and mushy.

Limestone: cream lt tan lt brown, dense tight matrix, micro-cryptoxln, mostly barren, poor visible 
porosity, no shows noted, no fluorescence.

Shale: trace black dk gray, carbonaceous, blocky and dense, with Shale: gray dk gray, blocky to 
rounded, soft and mushy.

Limestone: gray lt gray lt cream some lt tan, dense tight matrix, micro-cryptoxln with abundant 
lithographic non-descript, barren, no visible porosity, no shows noted, no fluorescence, with 
interbedded Shale.

Shale: gray dk gray brick red, blocky, hard to softer, abundant splintery material.

Sandstone: clear silica grains in tan cream matrix, vf-fgrained, well sorted and cemented, sub-angular,
fair intergranular porosity, no shows noted, no fluorescence.

Chert: tan cream, dense, slightly tripolitic weathered, slight golden brown saturated stain, no live 
shows noted in dried samples, with abundant Chert: white bone white lt cream, fresh and sharp, 
opaque, few pieces with poor edge stain, again no live shows noted in dried samples, no fluorescence
in any, no cut, no odor.

Shale: gray dk gray dk green brick red, blocky, hard to soft, abundant fissile/splintery material.
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Sandstone: clear silica grains in white lt cream matrix, vfgrained, well sorted, sub-friable to fairly 
cemented, sub-rounded to rounded, fair intergranular porosity, no shows noted, no fluorescence.

Sandstone: clear silica grains in white lt cream matrix, vfgrained, well sorted, sub-friable to fairly 
cemented, sub-rounded to rounded, fair intergranular porosity, no shows noted, no fluorescence.

Shale: gray dk gray dk green brick red, blocky, hard to soft, abundant fissile/splintery material.

Very poor sample quality - No descriptions available prior to bit trip.

E-logs read dirty/shaley Limestone.

Predominately Chert: white bone white cream, opaque, fresh and sharp, barren, no shows noted, no 
fluorescence.

INFLUX - Dolomite: cream lt cream, dense to sub-friable matrix, vf-coarsexln, poor-fair xln 
development with some good rhombic to sucrosic and associated porosity, some limey, no shows 
noted, no fluorescence, and scattered Chert: as above.

Dolomite: as above, grading to Limestone: cream lt cream lt pink, dense tight matrix, vfxln, dolomitic 
in part, fair-poor interxln porosity, no shows noted, no fluorescence, no cut fluorescence, no odor, 
most Chert drops out.

Limestone: as above, grading to Limestone: gray lt gray, sub-friable to dense tight matrix, micro-vfxln,
abundant arenaceous material, barren, fair-poor visible porosity, no shows noted, no fluorescence.
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Shale: teal green dk gray, blocky and firm, some waxy, fissile, pyritic in part.

Dolomite: cream lt cream tan lt brown, dense tight matrix, vfxln, fair-poor rhombic development, many 
pieces quite limey, fair-poor interxln porosity, no shows noted, no fluorescence, no cut fluorescence, 
no odor (could be dolomitic Limestone).

INFLUX - Shale: gray dk gray teal green dk green some dk brown and dk red, blocky and firm, some 
waxy, some fissile, pyritic in part, with scattered limey Dolomite to dolomitic Limestone as above.

Sandstone: clear to gray silica grains in gray siliceous matrix, fgrained, angular to sub-angular, poorly
sorted and well cemented, most dirty micaceous/shaley clusters, pyritic in part, fair-poor intergranular
porosity, no stain or shows noted in dried samples, no fluorescence.

Shale: teal dk green dk gray, blocky and firm, some waxy, some fissile, pyritic in part.

Sandstone: clear to gray silica grains in gray siliceous matrix, fgrained, angular to sub-angular, poorly
sorted and well cemented, most dirty micaceous/shaley clusters, pyritic in part, fair-poor intergranular
porosity, no stain or shows noted in dried samples, no fluorescence.

Shale: teal dk green dk gray, blocky and firm, some waxy, some fissile, pyritic in part.

Dolomite: lt cream cream, dense tight matrix, vf-fxln, fair-good xln development with scattered fair 
rhombic development and associated porosity, no shows noted, even bright pale yellow mineral 
fluorescence.

Dolomite: lt cream cream, dense tight matrix, vf-fxln, fair-good xln development with scattered fair 
rhombic development and associated porosity, scattered oolitic pieces, no shows noted, even bright 
pale yellow mineral fluorescence.

Dolomite: lt cream cream, dense matrix, fair xln development, heavily oomoldic, fair-good 
interxln/oomoldic porosity, no shows noted, even bright pale yellow mineral fluorescence, Dolomite: lt
cream cream, dense tight matrix, vfxln, overall poor xln development with some scattered 
sub-rhombic/sub-sucrosic, pyritic in part, overall poor interxln porosity with some scattered vuggy, no
shows noted, even bright pale yellow mineral fluorescence, with Chert: white bone white, opaque, 
fresh and sharp.

Dolomite: lt cream cream lt tan, dense tight matrix, vfxln, overall poor xln development with some 
scattered sub-rhombic/sub-sucrosic, pyritic in part, overall poor interxln porosity with some scattered 
vuggy, no shows noted, even bright pale yellow mineral fluorescence, with Chert: white bone white, 
opaque, fresh and sharp.

Dolomite: cream lt cream, dense tight matrix, micro-vfxln with some lithographic non-descript, poor 
xln development, poor visible porosity, no shows noted, even bright pale yellow mineral fluorescence,
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xln development, poor visible porosity, no shows noted, even bright pale yellow mineral fluorescence,
with scattered Chert as above.

Dolomite: cream lt cream, dense tight matrix, micro-vfxln with some lithographic non-descript, poor 
xln development, poor visible porosity, no shows noted, even bright pale yellow mineral fluorescence,
with scattered Chert as above.

Dolomite: cream lt cream tan, dense to sub-friable matrix, vf-fxln, fair sucrosic to rhombic 
development in most with associated porosity, no shows noted, even bright pale yellowish-green 
fluorescence, with continued scattered Chert.

Dolomite: cream lt cream tan, dense to sub-friable matrix, vf-fxln, fair sucrosic to rhombic 
development in most with associated porosity, no shows noted, even bright pale yellowish-green 
fluorescence, with continued scattered Chert.

Dolomite: cream tan, dense tight matrix, vf-coarsexln, fair rhombic development in most with 
associated porosity, some pyritic in part, no shows noted, even bright pale yellowish-green 
fluorescence, with scattered Chert.

Dolomite: cream tan, dense tight matrix, vf-coarsexln, fair rhombic development in most with 
associated porosity, some pyritic in part, no shows noted, even bright pale yellowish-green 
fluorescence, with scattered Chert.

No drill time, samples, or gas data recorded during the drill down phase of well.
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Respectfully Submitted,                                                          
           Derek W. Patterson
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Drill Down LTD  5265 (-3158)

Drill Down RTD  5275 (-3168)


